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Central graduates 710
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Commencement speakers come
in many sizes. . They shrivel the
graduates with power and they
dispel them with gloom. Commencement speakers feel that
they have no room to be kind,
because the audience is so large
and learned that they have to use
overpowering exitression to get
through all the ftlters.
Some
commencement speakers-are wise
and kind and soft with their
audiences of graduates.
The graduates of Central Washington University, this June 9,
were indeed fortunate to have the
kind of speaker that did not try to
overwhelm them. He sort of-told it
like it was.
Dr. Robert A. Thornton was
introduced by President Garrity iii

On a perfect Saturday, June 9,
at exactly 10 in the morning,
commencement, the final, formal
event in the winning of a degree,
and more popularly saluted as a
time of graduation from college,
was held for 710 persons upon
whom the Bachelor's Degree was
conferred and 53 persons upon
whom the Master's Degree was
conferred. The university had
already awarded 705 degrees
during the preceding August,
D~cember _and March, but few of
those 705 were present.
The Master of Fine Arts Degree
was conferred upon two graduate
students for the first time at
Central Washington University.
·The two were John -Dempsey, who
received his Bachelor of Fine Arts
Degree at Michigan State University, and Carol Ann Kovach, who
received her Bachelor of Arts
Degree here at Central. Forty-one
other graduate students received
Masters of Art, Science, or
Education Degrees.
Commencement! What does it
all mean? -For some it is the end of
the road-there is nowhere to go
from here. For some it is the
beginning of the most beautiful
experience in their lives, the
application of skills, talents, and
intelligences acquired in college to
the ·art of making a living and
coping in the world of free
enterprise. Some are sad and will
miss the milieu of academia, while
others.are sick-to-death of the land
of learning and can't wait to do

details lifeplan

the way that a man would
introduce his father. Dr. Garrity
said that he had known Dr.
Thornton for "almost 25 years."
They had worked together and
known each other at San Francisco
State. Garrity noted the distinguished educator had been a
member of the faculty, or an
administrator in a university, for
the past 57 years.
Dr. Thornton aquired his B.S. in
physics and mathematics from
Howard University in 1922. From
there it has been a good ride and a
colorful career for the 82 year-old
professor. He has been a member
of the faculty, or a Dean, or special
assistant to the president at 13
different colleges and universities.
His contributions as a black

educator have been measurable at
a time when black Americans
needed just that type of person.
Thornton received his doctorate in
1956 from the University _of
Minnesota, after study at the
University of Chicago and Yale._
Then at the age of 49, he went to
work with Albert Einstein for
three years.
Thornton presently serves as a
faculty member at the prestigious
Fromm Institute of Lifelong
Learning, within the University of
San Francisco.
His message to the graduates
was clear-cut. If they were to
realize the end of what they had
come to Central to begin, then
[continued on page 11]
~t.

their thing. Most are likely
gratified beyond words. It has
been a long time since they
started. The pain and trial of
endurance are all over-at least at
this university. Now they will
begin actions that will carry them
to new trials and endurances that
will likely last a great deal longer
than four or five years. The real
classroom now begins. We can call
it the Classroom of Life.
Beyond college spme will fail.
Statistics show, however, that the
college trained person will likely
succeed where his lesser high
school counterpart will fail.
Statistics also show that the
. college graduate will make more
money and be more content at the
job that _he is doing.
The sadness is that some failed
to graduate after making a most
energetic effort. Of course, of the
number of degrees conferred
during the 1978-79 academic year,
many more students began their
education in 1975. A signifjcant
number changed their minds and
directions for one reason or
another and never completed the
education they started with
intention to finish.
·
At the commencement, 710
Bachelor Degrees were conferred.
Freshman enrolling in the Fall of
1975, 50.2 percent of them
graduated. That is not exactly
true.
Many · of those original
freshmen dropped out or changed
schools for one reason or another.
There is no name-for-name tracking for those students that spent
all four years at Central, determining what percent of an enrolling
freshman class hangs in there until
the end. Studies have been
conducted that show 35-40 percent
give money as the reason for not
continuing at Central. Another
19-25 percent allow that interests
other than college have taken the
front line.
15-20 percent left
because of the quality of the
college or faculty, and 10-26
percent went away from Central
because they did not like Central
college life. 3-5 percent quit for
medical reasons. ,
But whatever the circumstances, this university conferred
1,515 degrees during the 1978-79
academic year. For those people,
it was a proud and just time. For
the parents-that financed the way
for the better part of them, it was
a happy and exultant time at the
graduation ceremonies.
But it was not all parents that
were happy to see their favorite
person advance to the ~iu::ri,

receive the diploma and brush
the tassle to the other side of the
mortar-board.
One lady, who
looke not near old enough to have
three children, advanced to the
podium to see and hear her brood
stand up and, in perfect unison,
shout, "Atta way to go,-Mother!"
Many others graduated to the
cheers of family and friends. Some
· had colleagues in the band, there
to play to processional and
recessional. They were the
recipients of various versions of
ruffles and flourishes and ta-da-dadat-ta-daa musical salutes.
Those to have degrees conferred
upon them were seated · in the
center of the huge basketball floor
at Nicholson Pavilion. Seated in a
single, canted
on either side of
the conferees, were the faculty.
There was no attempt to seat
the graduates in any pre-established order. They each had a small
card with their name on it and as
they approached either side of the
stage, an initial try at the name
was sounded to the person
graduating, he or she usually
indicating that the pronounciation
was correct by nodding the head.
Names were read alternately from
the sides, so the timing worked out
well. While one side was checking
pronounciation, the other was
reading a name.
Neither was there any attempt
to give out diplomas to any of the
graduates. Each of the folders
presented was devoid of any
contents, diplomas to be mailed to
the graduates at a later date.
Sliortly after the last graduates
in the last row received their
sheepskin and were back at their
seats, President Garrity gave his
closing remarks, Professor Nesselroad and anyone who wanted to
join in, sang the Alma Mater, Don
Caughey gave the Benediction and
the recessional sounded. It was
not safe to be anywhere in the
exits at that time. The graduates
came pouring out of Nicholson and
spilled . domino-like into the
parking lot. It had been a good
commencement. Those inside the
Pavilion had felt it and now it came
flowing out the door.
Come September, there will be a
little tug at the hearts of those
that have left here and will not be
back. They will miss the rigors of
registration, the solitude of the
lil5rary, the Ganges, the patience
of their professors, the in-limbo
feeling of a yet not totally comitted
life, the parties, the booze and the
wind. Some will cry. Some will
not.
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Wenatchee National Forest
CLE ELUM RANGER DISTRICT -District Ranger Bill
"'lQ/fi74-41509/674-4411.
'
<2~!!1p~ounds: In addition to the major lower elevation sites, Fish
campgrounds: In addition to the major lower elevation sites, Fish
Lake, Scatter Creek, and Tucquala Meadows are now open and
ready for use.
Roads: Cooper #228, East Kachess #2105, Corral Creek #2108,
Kachess #228, Pete Lake#235, and the South Cle Elum Ridge Road
are open their distances. Cabin creek #204 is still under
construcii9n, but is open to traffic.
Trails: The trail to Deception Pass is snowed in about 1 mile above
Hyas Lake. The Pacific Crest Trail is open and maintained for a
distance of about 2 miles heading north from Snoqualmie Pass.
The trail to Cottonwood Lake is snow free, and th-ere is patchy
snow on the trail in to Mirror Lake. The trail to Rachel Lake is
snow free for 11/2 miles with patchy snow for the next 2 miles.
Mineral Creek Trail is snow free and maintained for 3 miles.
Waptus River Trail is snow free with patchy snow the last 2 miles.
The trail to Pete Lake is snow free, and the Kachess Ridge Trail is
open but not maintained.
Lakes: Pete Lake is now accessible ahd snow free. cottonwood and
Mirror Lakes_are mostly thawed. Rachel Lake remains snowed in.
ELLENSBURG RANGER DISTRICT-District Ranger Norm
Schoonover-509/962-9813.
Campgrounds: All sites are open for use. Lion Rock Springs may
be muddy, and there is no water at Taneum or Mineral Springs.
Roads: North Fork Teanaway #232 is open all the way. Manastash
is open to Taneum Lake Trailhead, Blue Creek #2106 to Red Top,
Reecer Creek #2008 to within 2 miles of Lion Rock, Liberty
Beehive #2100 to,Table Mountain Scam, and Jack Creek #2106 to 4
.l/2 miles from the Teanaway Road.
Trails: The creek crossing on the North Fork Taneum and Middle
Fork Teanaway may still be high, and caution is advised. The
snow line is estimated at about 5,500 feet. Most trails have snow
from that point on.
Lakes: Manastash, Lost, Shoestring, and Taneum are ice free.
LEAVENWORTH RANGER DISTRICT-District Ranger Chuck
Banko-5091782-1413.
Campgrounds: All sites are open and maintained.
Roads: All roads are snow free. Eightmile #2412 remains closed to
traffic between 6 a.m. and 6 p.m. on weekdays while logging is in
progress.
Trails: Chiwaukum Creek #1571 is bei_n g logged out from the 2 1/2
mile point on, and is impassable to horses. Work should last .
another 2 weeks. French Creek #1595 is snow free to Klonaqua
Camp, but Snowall Ford is running high. French Ridge #~564 has
many logs the first mile and snow patches the last 1/4 mile. The
ridge is clear to where the trail drops down into French Creek. On
Frosty Pass #1592.A, there is snow from Lake Margaret, and the
lake is beginning to break up. Packrat Camp is open, but Frosty
Creek is not fordable by .horses. Horse users are encouraged to
check with the district office on trails .suitable for horse use.
Lakes: Colchuck, Eightmile, Nada, and Stuart arc known to be ice
free.
NACHES RANGER DISTRICT-Distrid Ranger Bob Cole509 /658-2435.
Campgrounds: Deep Creek, Indian Flat, and Lodgepole are now
open and maintained. No water is available at the Ind_ian Flat and
Lodgepole sites. All other campgrounds except Gramte Lake are
open for use.
.
Roads: The Little Naches #197 and Rock Creek #171 may still be
closed for one to two-day periods this week while paving is in
progress. Motorists are encouraged to check with th~ district
office on accessibility. Open roads include Bald Mountam #1732,
Deep Creek #162, Devil Creek #1706, Glass Creek #166, Gold
Creek #172, Spring Creek #1712, and Rattlesnake #150.
Trails: The Pacific Crest Trail remains snow-covered. Open and
maintained trails are Boulder Cave #962, Fif Ridge #954, Goose
Prairie #972, and Indian Flat #955.
Lakes: Bumping. McDaniel, and Pleasant Valley Lakes are open
and accessible. Lily Lake is accessible to within 1 miles of the
trailhead.
.
TIETON RANGER DISTRICT-District Ranger Ed Whitmore509/672-41ll.
.
Campgrounds: Section 3 remains closed by snow. The only other
closed sites are Indian Creek and White Pass, which will be opened
as soon as hazard trees are removed.
Roads: Logging traffic may be encountered on U.S. Highway 12,
Jumpoff #141, Wildcat #144, Russell Ridge #1419, and Westfall
#1432. Most Tieton District roads are open for travel, and
maintenance is in progress. Motorists should be alert for rocks,
slides, down trees, and carry chains, ax, and shovel.
Trails : Open and maintained trails include Spencer Creek #1_122,
Pickle Prairie #1125, Louie #1126, Long Lake #1145, Sand Ridge
#1104, McAllister #1109, Russel Ridge #1111, Andy Creek #1110,
and Wildcat #1113. Trails opened but not maintained are South
Fork Tieton #1120 for four miles, and North Fork Tieton #1118 for
four miles.
Lakes: Bear, Tieton Pond, Lightning, .Thunder, Lost, Long, Mal,
Boundry, Clear, Phantom, Surprise, Dog, Leech, Cra~~r, and
Apple Lakes are ice free. Launching and docking fac1ht1es a~e
available at Goose Egg. At Rimrock and Clear Lake the pubhc
launching ramp is open for use.
· For persons interested in iEformati~n concerning unreported
Ranger Districts, such as Chelan, Entiat, and Lake Wenatchee,
use the following numbers:
Chelan-Ranger Bob Hetzer 509/682-2576
Entiat-Ranger Harold _Simes 509/784-1511
Lake Wenatchee-Ran~er Bill Butler 5091763-3103
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Jackson sho""s poV\ler
Senator Henry Jackson visited
the campus on his birthday, May
31. He was here to kick off the
energy conference being held at
Central.
Jackson's interest was in the
Northwest Energy Bill, a legisla- .
tive move he said would help the
Northwest in determining its own
future in the energy world .
The senator pointed out that
one-half of the fuel we use in this
country is imported from the
Middle-East. "A coup in SaudiArabia", Jackson said, "could
cause millions of Americans to
begin walking."
Jack son is chairman of the
Congressional Committee on
Energy and Natural Resources.
He started by setting aside the
allegations of manipulations by the
oil companies. He stated that a
recent Gallup poll had discovered
that 50 percent of the American
people did not know that the
United States was importing oil.
"Can you believe that," Jackson
said, "here in America?"
Jackson said that 60 percent of
the oil used in the industrialized
world comes out of a group of
Middle-East countries that are
fundamentally unstable.
Jackson remarked that the
lights in the East are OPEC lights.
He pointed overhead, "Thank God
these are Grand Coulee lights."
The senator said that the
biggest problem in the Northwest
is that the Bonneville Power
Administration is running out of
federal electric power. This may
seem inconceivable since electric-

ity is a generated product. What
Jackson was pointing out is that
the generating capacity is being
outstripped by the . demand for
electricity. Jackson's rationale is
that a regional conservation
mechanism is needed.
The main points of the bill as
explained by the Washington
senator, are as follows:-The bill
authorizes BP A to aquire new
sources of non-federal power, and
enter new power supply contracts
with all its customers. The bill
makes BPA's lowest cost resources available to existing or
new-preference utility systems
and to residential customers of
private power companies at a cost
essentially the same as preference
customers. The preference clause
would not be violated because
preference utility systems would
retain priority on all federal
supplies.
Jackson said · this means tha.t,
"all customers in the state of
Washington, whether they get
their power from private utilities
or froin public bodies, will enjoy
the low-cost Bonneville rates."
-The bill would esttablish conservation as a priority BP A investment and would not permit BP A to
aquire conventional resources
except to the extent that cost
effective conservation and renewable resources were unavailable.
It would also authorize BP A to
finance cost-effective consumer
conservation, or renewable energy
investments with loans that could
be interest free.
The bill would establish a

regional planning process to access
future regional energy needs.
Jackson applauded the idea that
the public could participate in the
planning through the program
BP A would be directed to
establish.
Judicial review of BPA
d·e cisions would be expressly
provided for and stat~ governments would be able to help make
regional power decisions early,
rather than merely commenting
after major decisions are already
made.
When Student Paul Kulvi asked
Jackson if a chain of breeder
reactors could furnish the power
needs of the country, Jackson
misled a little on his answer. He
apparently did not want to seem
too pro-nuclear. He said the Clincn
River reactor would not be built
because there was technology that
was far and above the Clinch River
technology. He said that new and
better technology was in the
program and woulJ be used.
He also said the Japanese,
British and French were in the
breeder reactor business, and he
would support a sort of international cooperation concerning this
technology.
Bruce Florian, a conservationist
from WSU, drew fire for his jab at
the senator for "doing nothing",
about the energy crunch. Florian
then asked Jackson why he did not
support the deregulation of oil.
Jackson answered by questioning
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Rick Sasaki

Lee's Storr ,Book
Child Care Center
111 S. P11rl

121-1111

(Fo,..•rlr l1ttler'1 Child C1rt Center)

IOW ACCEPTllS RESISTRATIOI FOR THE
SUMMER SESSIOI STARTllli JUIE 11TH
Summer fun for all children <1ges 2 1/2 thru 10 years. Activities include arts, crafts, water and sand play, as well
as pre-school activities.
DALE and SANDY LEE and STAFF invite you to visit and
register your child for the summer session I Drop-ins
are also welcome.
*Good after 5 pm

962-9292
'Tear after year. semester
Iaftersemester, the
ColiegeMaster'from
Fidelity Union Life has
been the most accepted,
most popular plan on .
campuses all over Amenca.
Find out why.
Call the Fidelitv Union
CollegeMaster·
Field Associate
in your area:

,~
CDllegeMaster·

•
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•

•
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Part of the crowd that came.

Commencement
And in passing, ·

'

I received a diploma.
Trustee James Hogan congratulates graduate.

And in passing,
I embraced a'friend
And wooed a lifestyle.
And in passing,
I saw a moment of my life
Used.up
In

satisfacti~n

and lesser things

I could have done without.
And in passing,
I have learned a lesson for tomorrow
How to ...
How to ..•
How to ...

..

Live
Lawrence Breer
Morning

22 June 1979

Grads stand to be recognized.

photos

by

Lawrence Breer

.

L:.u

This senior citizen was enjoying the commencement.
/
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Editorial Page
Re~ovation 1nakes good sense
by Ken Munsell
Almost without realizing it, this
issue of the CRIER is largely
devoted to historic preservation.
The Olympic Block fire in
Ellensburg points to a question
being debated throughout this
country. The question raised is
how much, if any, of America's
architectural heritage should be
preserved for our enjoyment and
the enjoyment of our decendants?
A related question is what
restrictions should preservation
put on historic properties?
A prime tenet of free enterprise
is that a pr..operty owner can
dispose of property in any way he
pleases. That sounds nice, but the
problem is not that simple.

Disposal of property, in this case just effect himself. A business
an historic building like the district is a living organism. When
Olympia Block or perhaps another one part of a body is diseased, the
building in another town, affects other parts soon sicken. It is the
the entire community.
For same with a business -district.
Property owners in -Ellensburg
example, when buildings are torn .
down for parking lots, compact and in other towns, must work
together to maintain the health of
business districts are broken up.
As more holes appear, people the community. Random decisions
drive from store to store instead of by individual property owners
walking, changing a town's entire may result in profits for them, but
by disregarding other property
character.
When a building owner refuses owner's needs, the whole area
to maintain the facade of a suffers.
Eilensburg has had some sucbuilding, letting it deteriorate, the
whole business district suffers. cess in revitalizing the downtown
People come downtown to unplea- area. Ten years ago, the town had
sant surroundings less and less, many vaca.11t storefronts. Today
and the other merchants lose the picture has changed. There
have been numerous success
business.
It is evident, therefore, that a ·stories with the Lynch Block, just
property owner's decisions do not north of the Olympia Block, a case

in point. A renovation of the
building provided the city with
more retail and office space in
pleasant surroundings.
Think what it would mean to
Ellensburg if all of the downtown
building owners made the effort to
renovate. The town could be a
showplace.
Renovation makes good economic sense. It is usually cheaper
than tearing down a building and
putting a new one in its place. It
also provides a good environment
for shoppers. People go downtown
and buy things if it's a nice place.
They don't go downtown if it's
shabby and run down.
Towns like Ellensburg, built
before the automobile, were built
for people. In this era of cronic
energy shortage, vyhen the car is

becoming a liability, compact
business districts with much retail
and office space such as in
Ellensburg, should be maintained.
When property owners can tear
down whole city blocks, as seems
to be happening with the Olympia
Block, the essential, compact,
people oriented nature of the city
receives · a severe blow. When
building owners refuse to maintain
their buildings, all suffer. When
property owners work together
for the common good of all,
miracles can be performed.
)

It is time for Ellensburg
property owners to band together
and perform that miracle. They
can only benefit. With an attitude
of everyone for himself, everyone
loses.

Limbo: Between 11: 59and1: 01
by Ken Staley
Have you ever tried to get
anything of academic importance
accomplished on this campus at
noon? I mean, have you ever had
something of importance to your
academic survival that had to get
accomplished sometime within
that magic hour that falls between
11:59 a.m. and 1:01 p.m.? ·Not only
is it impossible, but it seems that
the more important the matter,
doors to that office will be locked a
little tighter. '
Having had c9nsiderable experience along these lines, I thought
I'd pass along some sure-fire
methods to achieve success during
the noon hour. These methods
have all been tried and tested and
they are all certified acceptable by
the Labor Union's Noon Committee for Help.
When discussing measures to
accomplish what's important
during the noon hour, it must be
considered that the easier methods will occur only if you can get
your foot in the door exactly at
11:59 1/za.m. The first of these. is
called the Tuna Salad Standoff.
Each morning before leaving for
classes, pack a tuna salad
sandwich in with your books;

take your request to the top and
eliminate any dealings with the
lower echelon office-type flunkies.
The most obvious drawback to
this method is that it is a chancy
situation. It requires split-second
timing and a moderately successful act plus practice. If your
timing is off, or if you only do a fair
acting job, you could get crushed
in t he stampede of starved and
under-nourished secretaries rushing for the exit. That is why it is
suggested that you faint across a
desk and not lie on the floor. Last
year two students were trampled
to death when they accidentally
missed the desk.
The last two techniques are
reserved for those cases that are
truly desperate. The first is called
Date-a-data. When it becomes
obvious that you will, or might
need the help of some office-type
during the noon hour, buddy up to
The second best method is someone in that office. When you
properly titled Faint at Heart. are sure you're going to need the
Should you meet the cold shoulder information, call your friend up
when entering the office, faint - and invite her to lunch. Show up
across the nearest desk. In the about three minutes late -with the
crowd of those who gather around -line, "Well, since we're here .... "
your prostrate form, one is tround
The obvious drawback to this
to be the person in charge of that method is that your name could
particular offic~. You can thereby start appearing on the "secretarial

When the offending office worker
coldly announces that the office is
closed for lunch, remove your tuna
salad sandwich and wave it under
the offending nose. If you don't
mind wet results, this method is
one of the more effective. There
are two obvious drawbacks to this
method. The first is that most
secretaries on this campus will
automatically have a Pavlovian
response to your offered feast.
Some may not even wait to hear
the rest of your request, much less
remove the sandwich from the
baggie. Be sure your reflexes are
properly honed. The second
drawback to the tuna sandwich
method is that often those who use
this method forget to remove the
sandwich, thereby causing fellow
students to sit considerable
distances upwind and address the
individual as "Charlie."
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black list." This means that no
matter how hard you try, or how
proper your timing, the secretary
you approach will suddenly find it
necessary to become indisposed.
The fourth method, and final
approach left for only those most
desperate of times, is simply called
The Cuban Retreat (TCR). TCR
requires infinite knowledge of the
office you are about to attack. It
requires split-second timing and
complete . and total desperation.
When you find yourself at the
entrance of the Education Office or
the Registrar's Office at 12:05
p.m;, break in. With the response
time of the local campus thugs,

chances are you can get what it is
you came after and be gone before
they even arrive.
The ·major
drawback to this is when these
paragons of protection do arrive,
they will undoubtedly bring heavy
artillery with them. Since they
get little practice away from the
range, don't be surprised if they
enter with advanced symptoms of
buck fever and you wind up
another 'notch on the hardware.
So, ther.e you have four sure-fire
ways to accomplish anything of
importance at noon. Do be careful
when approaching some of the
secretaries on this campus at any
time. Some of them are always out
to lunch.

Letters
Lecture 'stimulating'
Dear Editor:
Thus, just as Carib sons-in-law
The First Annual Phi Kappa Phi can be ignored or discarded, so can
lecture, "A view of the Primitive:
women scholars.
Rethinking Ourselves," delivered Mary Cecil James
by Dr. Kathleen Adams, was
delightful, stimulating, and well
attended.
During the question period a
man I did not know questioned Dr.
Adams closely on whether the
audien.c e was "rethinkin~ itself' or
only viewing the "primitives" odd Dear Editor:
behavior.''
I am presently incarcerated in
His line of questioning prompted the Washington State Penitentiathis letter with its "reflection" of ry at Walla Walla, Washington.
our culture. Prominent in the One of our rehabilitationnl goals
lecture was the ·concept of "other" here is to try to gain corresponas it developed in the Barama .dence with the outside world. I am
River area. specifically in the from Memphis, Tennessee. and I
Carib group.
don't have anyone nor know
anyone from this state. I have the
I began to think that people who opportunity to live in the beautiful
are considered "other" in our state of Washington, if, I can
society may find more obvious the establish communication, possible
application of Carib "other." As a
visits, and recommendations after
student of literature, a feminist, one gets to know me. I am Black,
and a woman, I am acutely aware 159 lb. and 24 years old. My
of "woman as other."
interests vary from physical
· Women in Western Civilimtion, sports to poetry to traveling and
similar to the Carib sons-in-law, meeting people. I'm· very much
are either "exotic" others with into music and having a good time
overtones of "better," or "animal" in life. This is important to _m e as I
others with connotations of "bad" have no correspondence at .all. I
and "worse."
will write back.
Pushing further into •·our"
behavior, we find that women are Wayne C. Simmons
either too good or too bad to be W .S.P. #243320
valued for their objective merits Post Office Box 520
and achievements.
_Walla Walla, Washington 99362
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Keep the Faith
hy Don

~aughey_

There are no "gay" teachers in the state of ·Washington. The
Supreme Court of Washington accomplished that by ruling that
James Gaylord, a highly respected and commended teacher in
Tacoma with 12 years service, could be fired because he admitted ·
to being homosexual when he was ask-ed. Homosexuality, you see,
is "immoral.". Jim Gaylord, being immoral in the eyes of the state
Supremes, is not fit to teach children despite the fact that he
proved his fitness for over a decade.
More than a matter of injustice anywhere being cause for
concern, the Gaylord case is an embarrassment to the state of
Washington and to the teachers of the public school system. Our
state Supremes seem bent on out-hamburgering the Burger Court,
better known as Nixon's Revenge. That it has been well over a
year since that decision and the appeal process have been
completed, stands as an indictment of either the powerlessnes~:/
state teache:rs or their unwillingness to strike for anything tis~
obvious than money and security. I am aware that teachers
suqsidize the school system by working for less than what equal
education and workloads would bring ·in- private industry. Most
teachers want to teach well and have children learn. Most care .
about the people with whom thev work and share the
teaching-learning process. But they are not very courageous
politically.
It is h'ard to blame teachers for wishing to avoid an issue like
homosexuality. But the issue for teachers is not that abstract. As
long as teachers can be fired for "being homosexual," no teacher
can be secure. Single teachers are particularly vulnerable, but
marriage is not proof that one is not homosexual, and since such
. charges are rarely based on explicit evidence, every teacher runs
· the risk of having some rumor started by an unknown enemy.
Those who do not want to adopt a conservative sex role image will
arouse suspicion simply by being relatively liberated~ but those
who protest too much that they are heterosexual wiil also arouse
·suspicions that they are repressing or hiding the truth. It is a
deeply vicious phenomenon, laden with fear and cont~overs~~ And,
it won't· go away until teachers demand and receive thell' own
human rights.
What is ultimately absurd in the Gaylord case is that
Washington has the most stringent provisions for the separation. of
church and state in the nation. But, the belief that homosexuality
is per se i~moral rests entirely on religious dogma. I hasten to add
·' that I am convinced that a serious misreading and misapplication
. of the Scripture is involved in that ooinion. and ~hat Christi~n
ethics requires/demands those who hold that behef to refram
from judginentalism. Certainly it is improper to legislate
religious belief into law. But, it is not the church, but the state
which has done that! My own denomination continues to define
homosexuality as sin, but is on record supporting the full human
and civil rights of homosexual people, including teachers.
My 80 year old grandmother, a stalwart of Republican politics in
Whatcom County, had trouble understanding the fuss. She knew,
as did the whole town, that one of my mother's teachers was gay.
"He was a real fine teacher." She should have been on the
Supreme Court.
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Cancer no game
by Judy Albrecht
In the United States last year,
.approximately 11,000 women died
·from uterine cancer. · That is close
to the same number of people wh.o
jammed the Seattle Center Colliseum to watch the Sonics prevent
the Washington Bullets from
winning a single game in Seattle
durinsr the NBA playoffs.
Now some may argue that it was
the Sonics' superb defense that
won those games, and c;>thers may
argue it was the Sonics' great
teamwork that prevented the
Bu}lets from winning, but none
may argue that a simple ten
minute test called a pap smear
could not have prevented those
11,000 women's deaths. In fact the
pap smear not only could have
aved many thousands of thoses
women's lives, but it may save
your own life, or the life of
someone you care about.
Uterine cancer is a term used to
describe cancer that occurs both in
the neck of the uterus called the
cervix and the body of the uterus
called the corpus. The cancer is a
growth of abnormal cells that, if
· left untreated, will continue to
grow and multiply and eventually
spread to other parts of the
body- the end result being death.
In its early stages, the cancer
can be symptomless. In later
stages, it may cause bleeding
between menstrual periods, or
heavier and longer than normal
flow. This type of bleeding may"
not always mean cancer, but
should be checked by cl doctor
immediately.
Uterine cancer is most common
in women over age thirty-five, but
any woman of child-bearing age
can get this cancer. In general,
women who have not reached
menopause get uterine cancer in
the cervix, and women during or
after 'menopause get it more often
mthe body of the uterus.

" Society installs members

Testing for uterint: cancer is a surrounding tissues in early
fairly easy and painless proc!i'dure stages, and radiation treatments
called a Pap smear test, and is in later stages of the disease. The
most certainly the key to important point is that if cancer is
preventing deaths due to uterine detected early enough, its cure is
cancer. The Pap smear and pelvic almost certain. 'the sad part is
exam are done by a doctor· or that to win against uterine cancer
.t rained nurse. It is an examination it takes the defense of a yearly
of cells that are being shed Pap smear which thousands of
normally form the uterus and women neglect. It also takes the
collecting in the vagina.
team work of women caring about
During the test, cells are the welfare of other women, ·and
gathered on a cotton swab or flat husbands, boyfriends, friends, and
stick, then spread onto glass family members caring enough
slides, stained and studied under a about women to inform them,
microscope. The test will reveal understand their fears and quesany cancerous cells, as well as tions, and remind them to have
show any changes in cells that their yearly Pap smear.
eventually may develop into
If you have not had a pap smear,
cancer.
The whole procedure or know of someone who needs
takes about five to ten minutes one, contact your family doctor,
and is relatively painless, except student health center or publie
for a few minutes of slight health department. There are
discomfort.
trained professionals available
The Pap test needs to be who are able to perform this
repeated at least once a year and simple test, and are willing to
preferably every six months since answer any questions that may
uterine cancer can occur at any arise. Hopefully, in the years to
time during a womans life.
come, we will be able to say that
If uterine cancer is discovered in we have won against uterine
its early stages it is almost always ' cancer. 1 And, by the time . the
curable. The earlier the cancer is Sonics defend their third (fourth?)
discovered, the more favorable the NBA championship, there will be
outlook. Treatment may consist of many more healthy women · to
surgical removal of the uterus and cheer them on.

Ciderpr~s

Adeline's ReStaurant -

Room

Grand Celebration!
Friday and Saturday
new owners
I:.ounge
Wind up the spiral stain1711y then
unwind with doubles /qr a dollar.
5 - 7 p.m. Friday & Saturday.
Wide screen T.V.

Restaurant
Special! New York Steaks - •6.95
Salad Bar
Salmon Filet
Daily Sp"!cials

315 N. Main

HOURS:
Monday-Saturday 6:30-9p.m.
Lounge 11-2a.m.
Sunday Restaurant 8-2p.m.

/

by Barbara Berry

rituals of the society, and Dr.
William Floyd, Delta Omicron's
....,
Central's De\ta Omicron chapter counselor, who shared some of the
of Kappa Delta Pi, an honorary many exciting experiences of his
society in education, held an recent travels in various South
initiation and installation meeting
June 2, at the Thunderbird Restaurant.
Twenty-eight new pledges were
initiated, and officers for the
coming year were installed as
follows: President-Susan Allina;
Vice President-Barbara Berry;
Secretary-Betty Bongiorni; Treafd
surer-Rosellen Newhall; and Historian-Sharon Miracle.
Featured speakers for the
. occasion were Miss Mary Simpson,
founder of the .Central chapter in
1928, who spoke on the ideals and

American countries.
The members new and old, are
looking forward ·to an .active and
exciting year as members of
Central's oldest honorary society.

420 N. Pine
925-4606

·-------------------------------------------

RELAX!

3 Days, 2 Nights

Let Judy do your TYPl~G

FAST ACCURATE EXPERIENCED

962-2897

~-

\

Free Vacation in Las Vegas

'II

i
I

Includes dining,
cocktails & gambling ''free-bees"
'
'
(does n·o t inc/ode transportation)

I
I
I
I
I
I

with purchase of .
Minolta XD or XG, Ricoh- X~-2,
or Fugica AZ-.1

I

-------------'------------~------------------------------~
------- -----·-------------·-.
.

.

.;;.

.

Music Nut

(..

Records - Tapes - Stereos - Waterbeds

Coupon expires •

718 E 8th

Next to Pizza Place

7/10/79

-----~--------------------------------~----
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VICTORI~~·The Olympia Block, at. 4th and Pearl, was a fine example of downtown Ellensburg's Victorian architecture.
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DISASTER-Firefighters ~ throughout the area responded to the 1943 blaze that gut~ed
the Olympia Bioek. Fire damage cloaely resembles the more costly recent blaze.
{photograph courtesy Ellensburg Public Ubrary]

PHOENIX-The Olympia Block rose from the ashes of the 1889 Ellensburg fire. The town
built the new Olympia Block from the rubble. The recently restored Lynch Block, a survivor
of the fire,can be seen in the background. [photograph courtesy Ellensburg Public Ubrary]

The Olympia Block rose from
the ashes of the great" 1889 fire
that burned Ellensburg's business.
district to the ground.
E.P.
Cadwell decided to erect an
imposing brick building on the site
of a wooden hotel burned in the
f1re.
OccJipying half a city block at
the corner of 4th and Pearl, the
structure occupied and still occu·
pies one of the most important
business locations in the city. The
building was not as ornate as some
built after the fire, but still
boasted fancy arched windows
grouped in threes on the second
floor · and . topped with elaborate
brickwork.
The original building plan called
for store fronts facing both 4th
Street and Pearl, but a renovation
prior to the 1940's changed the
design so all the storefronts face·
Pearl.
On October 29, 1943, a fire
destroyed the south corner and
most of the second floor of the
building. Starting in the Passtime
Cigar Store, the present site of ihe
Hayloft Tavern, the fire did an
estimated $125,0oo to $250,000
damage. (To compare relevant
· prices, an ad running the same day
as the fire <;overage displayed
men's dress shirts priced at $1.98)
The building's roof had collapsed
and 10 business firms, six
professional offices and two other
tenents found themselves homeless.

HISTO~IAN-

1889 ..... 1943 . • • • • 1979

GUTTED-The 1979 fire of the Olympia building has left one half the block in rubble. This historic site is destined to be torn down.

by Ken Munsell

...#
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This view shows 4th Street

storefronts later bricked over. (photograph courtesy Fred Brecko!1 Collection, EHensburg Public Library]
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Fire trucks from the Ellensburg
Army Airforce Base, the Forest .
Service and local volunteers joined ·
the Ellensburg Fire Department
fighting the f1re, which started in
the furnace room.
The owners had only partial
insurance coverage.
Within a
week, even before the insurance
adjusters made their report, the
owners, Harry Anderso!l and ¥rs.
John Dirks, pledged to rebuild the
building. They told the Daily
Record that the job would be done
despite wartime supply and
manpower shortages.
After rebuilding, the. structure
served as the home for many
different Ellensburg businesses
until the disastrous fire of two
weeks ago. College students of the
late 60's and early 10's will best
remember the building as the
home of Goofy's Tavern.
Along with many other historic ·
buildings forming the Ellensburg
Historic District, the Olympic
Block appeared on the National
and Washington State Registers of
historic places. These designations are given to any structure or
place of national historic signifi·
eance in the state.
After the recent fire, the
present building owner decided to
demolish the structure. The
Olympia Block came to life as t he
result of a fire, another one
marked its mjddle age and fire also
caused the building's demise-age
90 years.
·

Larry Nickel removes t he 'historical plaque from
the Olympia· building. .

by Dave Christopher
Intense, raging and st ubborn
c were the words one firefighter
used in describing the heat, flame~
• and fire that destroyed the Hayloft
Tavern and damaged seven other
businesses.
The Sunday, June 11; pre-dawn
fire, quickly engulfed· and gutted
the Hayloft, then burned north of
- Pearl Street indiscriminately evicting businesses with a fury few
landlords could have.
, The fire devastated Ellens. burg's historic Olympia building,
inflicting considerable damage to
its occupants: Hayloft, Carpet
World, Capit al Finance, B.J.'s
Pawn Shop, DHS Lighting and
Interiors, Sports Boutique, Mont·
gomery Ward's and Shapiro's, a
~ new shop which was scheduled to
open in the near future.
Excluding the Hayloft and
Carpet World, the majority of
•-damage the shops suffered was
caused by the smoke and water.,
not the flames.
According to firefighters, the
" fire -vras retarded by a firewall in
Dean's Radio and TV which kept
the fire from spreading up the
, entire block of Pearl Street.
~ "It was at t hat point that we
were able to control the blaze.
Without t hat 'firewall, t he rest of
the half-.b lock would have gone up
' in flames," said Ellensburg Fire
Chief Ed West .
The Ellensburg fire department
. :received a call at 3: 13 a.m. via the
city police who had gotten a call
from a security guard who smelled
smoke.
Seven fire trucks responded to
t he r eported blaze, and an
estimated 40 firemen battled it. "I
got here at 4 a.m., and it had been
-going long before that," said
firefighter John Koch. It took well
over six hours for t he firemen's
deluge to drown the hot tempest.
- Fortunately, the fire claimed no
victims, however , one firefighter
was hurt. Lt. Barney McCabe of
the EFD was injured after being
·hit in the chest by the steel nozzle
on a "deluge gun.'' McCabe
suffered torn rib cartilage. He was
treated and r eleased from Kittitas
Valley Community Hospital.

Though t he fire claimed no
fatalities, it took its fair share in
property damage. Estimat ed
damage to the Olympia building is
expected· to exceed $1 million,
according t o Duane Dormaier,
deputy st ate fire marshal, who is
invest igating the hows and whys
of the fire.
Although no cause has been
determined, it is known that t he
fire's origin was in· the Hayloft's
basement , and it is assumed to
have started around 3 a.m. Questioned if t his was a ease of
"fire for hire," West responded
that arson had not been ruled out.
"At this point it is being viewed as
an accidental fire until investigat ion proves other wise,.. s ays
West. West went on t o add that
the cause may never be det ermined in t hat a lot of the good
evidence gets burned away. "For
instance if it is an electrical fire, it
would be hard t o det ermine
because most of t he wires are
already melted," explains West .
West said t hat t he way to
determine the cause of a fire is by
going through the evidence and
ruling out the various possibilities.
He mentioned that since it was
not light ning t he night of the f1re,
it would not be considered as a
possible cause.
Fire Inspector Dor maier, completed his invest igation of the
on-site rubble in the Hayloft's
basement last Thursday. He said
his determination of the fire's
-cause, will not be released until he
double-checks. "I don't jump to
conclusions," remarked Dormaier.
Keith Williams,, of the Pautzke
Bait Company, which owns the
Olympia building, said the entire
quilding will probably have to be
torn down. The historic landmark
can't come down until t he
insurance settlement is reached.
The building was recently up for
sale with a price tag of $350,000 on
it.
The Olympia building was built
in• 1889 and has been remodeled
several times. The building did
not have a fire alarm or sprinkler
extinguishing system.

,_,
BEY9ND ~PAIR-The Hayloft's boiler room is suspected by fire officials ·to be the
origin of · the destructive -blaze. The restaurant(tavern was completely destroyed.
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REMAINS-Bricks and ~urnt, broken lumber lay scattered on the streets of Ellensburg.
These scraps are the remains of a part of ' the community's 100 year plus history.
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Dlstinguished faculty ho,nored
Three Central professors were
·designated "Distinguished Professors of the University" during an
evening honors convocation on
June 8.
Following approval by the
Board of Trustees, Professors
George Macinko arid Marti~ Kaatz
from Central's geography department, and Fred Cutlip, mathematics, received designations which
included a $1,000 award and a
commemorative plaque.
Cutlip .re.c eived the Central
distinguished teaching award.
Completing his eleventh year at
Central, he has been cited . for
classroom teaching, dedication to
his students both in and out of
class, and for his academic
advising program.
"In a discipline where students
often don't absorb the material the
first time through, Cutlip displays
patience while at the same time
expecting and getting quality
work from his students," said
Bernie Martin, dean of Central's
school of natural science and
mathematics. "Cutlip embodies all
the excellent attributes of a
master teacher of mathematics
and a leader of students," Martin
stated.

Cutlip, who earned his Ph.D. in ·
mathematics at Michigan . State ·
University, has been chairman of
the Central education council for
the past three years.
At the June 2 meeting of the
Board of Trustess, his promotion
to professor was approved. At·
that time, too, his election by ·
faculty colleagues as chairman of
the mathematics department was
announced.
Cutlip has been faculty advisor
to the newly-organized Mu Alpha
Theta, a student mathematics
club, this year. His teaching load
at . Central includes classes from
. introductory math to abstract ·
algebra.
George Macinko, director of
Central's environmental studies
program, received the distinguished I,'esearch award.
Macinko, a nationally recognized
scholar and writer in resource·
management ·and the environment, joined the Central faculty in
1967.

..•....•.. ~ .... ~~·····~········:

Don Cleman
925-4 f75
'Tear afkr year. -.emestt.•r
Iafkr,t•me'i1er. tht·

· College' hl'iter" from
Fiddih l nion Lifo has
lk't.'n tile most at·ccptcd.
most popular plan on
.
campust•s all mer America.
Vind out wh~.

His research on the Columbia
Basin project has been published
in the Geographical Review and by
the University of Chicago Press.
Macinko presented his findings on
that project at a 1975. Unit~d
Nations confereI1ce .. in Budapest,
Hungary.
He has acted as a consultant on
environmental planning to the
New Hampshire Office of State
Planning and the Boulder (Color.a-

....

MAIDEN
SAN FRANCISCO
TROLLEY CAR
TRACY

~
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Central, in cooperation with the
city library, will sponsor a
month-long exhibit of da Vinci's
machinery models produced by the
International Business Machines
Corporation.
Leonardo's theoretical sketches,
translated into working models in
the IBM exhibit, range from war
machines to helicopters, from ·
printing presses to life preservers.
I The well-traveled exhibit was
conceived and built in 1951, · and
has been on the move ever since,
being shown in museums, universities and libraries thoughout the
United States.

New Merchandise
to chose from:

Field Associate
in your area:

·CDllcocMastcr
·
0

Webste_r's

ednesday
Special
Served 5_.:.:to~l0.=.....ic~-

I

LOBSTER TAIL
every. Wednesday
·~·

:
· ·· t

,. Backgammon available in the Cocktail Lounge/

lectures by Central professors and
visiting physicians began June 9
and are exploring the varied facets
of Leonardo's
wide-ranging
intellect~

The series includes the following
films and lectures:
.J

FILMS:
3 and 7:30 p.m.,
Elle:µsburg Public Library.
July 11-Leonardo da Vinci
Renaissance.
LECTURES: 7:30 p.m.,
Ellensburg Public Library.
June 28-"Leonardo the Geometer," Central math professor,
William Cutlip.

RESTIURllT

.)

July 3-"Leonardo the Militarist,"
Central history professor, Paul
LeRoy.
'
July 5-"Leonardo: A forerunner
of. Galileo," Central. physics profes'
sor, Robert C. Mitchell.
July 10-"Nature, Nothingness in
Leonardo's Culture," Central philosophy
professor
Robert
Goedecke.

any service
(over $10.00)
HAIR DESIGNERS

...

Plus .10% off SEBASTIAN
products at time, of serv·i ce
GOOD ONLY AFTER 6 p.m.
Tuesday thru Friday
.
\

SM•E HOUSE I
BRAID RMI

0

$2.00 OFF

$6.95

Includes:
Baked Potato
Salad Bar
Roll

J

The models, on display from
June 12 to July 12 during regular
library hours, will be available for July 12-"A:esthetic Aspects of
Leonardo's Work,''. Central art
group showings.
Dr. Robe.r t La pen, Central professor, Frank Bach.
biology professor, is serving as
docent for the exhibit · and ·
coordinator of the university
lecture series. For information
about , guided tours of the
machinery model exhibit, contact
him at 963-2803 or 963-3213.
· The exhibit and lecture series
are partially funded by a · grant
from the Washington Commission
for the Humanities. A series of 9

and many other
famous designers

.

He served as central geography
department chairman from 1972 to
1977 · and as president of the
Association of Pacific Coast
Geographers during the 1970-71
academic year.
In a rare extended absence from
central Washington, Kaatz was a
Fullbright lecturer at Trinity
COllege, the University of Dublin
· during 1965-66.
Dr. Ed Harrington, central
academic vice-president, made the
presentations to this year's recipients at the June 8 honors
convocation in McConnell Auditorium.
This year marks the third
university-wide awardsr ceremony
and the first time recipients were
chosen in all three categories.

Leonardo da Vinci
mode/son display

....
..
..... New Ownership

(·all I he Fideli1': L nion
College \laster

·

do) Area Growth Study Commis- and the Flood Control Planning
sion.
Advisory Committee.
His reputation as a researcher ·
His service has ranged from
has led to visiting professorships serving as .a resource person , on
for Macinko at the University of the · environment at Ellensburg
California at Berkeley, Dartmouth Public Schoors spring fifth grade
College and Cornell University.
camps to preparing and publishing
Closer to home, Macinko serves. analyses of regional droughts or
on the Washington State Environ- : water runoff pollution.
mental Council, and he . has
Kaatz has acted on an advisory
participated in a variety of· committee on geological landNational Scienc~ Foundation sum- marks for the Washington Departmer institutes. One of them, in ment of Highways and as a
1973, was the National Environ- consultant to the Wenatchee
mental Health Institute at Har- National Forest on the identificavard University for which Macinko · tion of ski-touring trails.
was one of 25 U.S. scholars chos~n
Along with' other central geoto attend.
graphers and students, Kaatz
The Sourcebook on the Environ- . prepared a comprehensive plan
ment, · (University of Chicago and zoning ordinance for the city
Press, 1978), which he co-edited of Cashmere in 1973.
with Central geographer Ken
Hammond, is receiving national
attention as a valuable guide to
publications in all are~s .of
environmental studies.
Martin Kaatz was honored for
regional and statewide public
service throughout his 27 years on
the university faculty.
A touring exhibit of 22 models
He was cited for his. work on built from the -technical ~nd
Kittitas Cour!ty's Shoreline Man- scientific sketches of Leonardo da
agement Advisory Committee and Vinci is serving as the focal point
the Yakima River Basin Citizen's for a lecture series this summer at
Committee. Kaatz, who served on the Ellensburg Public Library.
The 15th century Italian genius,
the Ellensburg Planning Commission for seven years, has also Leonardo, produced thousands of
contributed to the Tri-County sketches and notes based on his
Drought Committee, the County observations of the physical
Agricultural Land Use Task Force universe. He was recognized as a
leading engineer . of his time,
serving two French kings and the
papal army.

.

Offer expires - July 3, .1979
3rd & Sampson

962-2550

0

c
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Dra1na Club presents awar4s
by Mary Fridlund

banquet.
_Those receiving awards include:
The winner is... June 2, over Best Cameo· Male-Brian Thorilp85 play participants, drama majors son (Barefoot in the Park), Best
and friends waited with anticipa- C~meo Female-Loni Gillespie
tion as the 1978-79 Threepenny (Peter Pan), Best Supporting
Players Drama Awards were Actor-Jim Hawkins (Matchpresented.
maker), Best Supporting Actress
The awards were given as part -Jaimee Miller (And Miss Rearof the annual Drama Banquet don Drinks A Little), Best
sponsored by the Central Drama Actress-Kandyce Barker (Peter
Club.
Pan), and Best Actor-Chris
Those who attended the ban- Reinertsen (Cat on a Hot Tin
quet feasted on a large potluck Roof).
dinner amidst flowers and Grecian
Technical awards went to: Jim
decorations.
Spalding (set design for Peter
The after dinner floor show was Pan), Milo Smith (light design for
M.C.'ed by Father Joe Kenna. . John Brown's Body), and Jim
Intertwined with the musical Hawkins (costume design for
numbers and magic acts were the·. Matchmaker).
Hawkins was
awards. Over a dozen awards assisted by his fall quarter
were presented at this . year's costume design class in the design

t:

c

and construction of the Match· make~ costumes. At the banquet,
Hawkins accepted the award on
, behalf 9f the group.
Directing awards went to
Central student Gary Jackson
(Barefoot in the Park) and
Professor Jim Hawkins (Peter
Pan).
· Professor Hawkins and Peter
Pan also captured the best faculty
show of the year, and Gary
'Jackson once again came up a .
winner as Barefoot in the Park
was named Best Student show of
the year.
Threepenny Players, in-house
comedy awards were also presented to Sarah Thompson, Chris
Reinertsen, Chuck Abernathy,
Rob Reynolds, Peggy Robertson,
John Feigan, Jan Johnson, Patti

1-·--..-..----------"-------.,
'
i

.

Welcome Summer Students

i

t

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Su1n1ner concerts

The Seattle Concert Calendar for
Summer 1979
·
The ROCKETS will be at the
Paramount Northwest Theatre on
Sunday, July 1, _1979 for their
Seattle concert. ·
The ROCKETS, who got their
c name from the song "Rocket Car
Wash Blues" (written by one of the
members), is a six-member rock 'n'
roll band from Detroit, Michigan.
The group consists of John "The
Bee" Badanjek on drums, Jim
McCarty on lead guitar , Dennis
Robbins on guitar, Dave Gilbert on
vocals, Donny Backus on keyboards, and Dan Keylon on bass.
Badanjek and McCarty were
founding members .o f MITCH
c RYDER'S DETROIT WHEELS in
the sixties.
In 1977 the group released their
first album· -"Love · Transfusion,"
which won critical acclaim from
:he press. . The group then did
concerts with J. GEILS, BOB
c SEGER, BLUE OYSTER CULT,
AEROSMITH and .KISS.
Their second album, "RocketS," was _recorded at Capricorn
Studios in M:acon, Georgia with .
·the help of producer Johnny
Sandlin. The album features five
songs written by John Bandanjek
~ ·and one by Jim McCarty, as well
as "Long, Long Gone," written by
BOB SEGER especially for the
ROCKETS. The current hit single
~ from this album is Seattle is "Can't
Sleep" and "Oh Well" is also
receiving good air play.
Their songs ·are tight and well
'"' executed, and on stage there is
just straightforward rock 'n' roll
with a minimum of flashy
theatrics. McCarty slides in and
c out of _solos with smooth professionalism and the rhythm section
of Badanjek and Keylon functions
as a seamless unit.

Tickets for the show are
available for only $4.00 each at the
usual Paramount outlets:
All
Budget Tapes and Records ?.nd
Bon Marche.
.

1Z5, Canada. Be sure to include a
self-addressed, stamped envelope.
For further information on this
show please call C~ncert Box
Office at 604-687-2802.

RANDY HANSEN
Saturday, July 14-7:30 p.m.
Paramount Northwest Theatre
$7 .50 advance-$8.50 day of show

JOAN BAEZ, who gained popularity in the sixties and seventies
with hits such as "The Night They
Drove Ole Dixie Down," "Diamonds and Rust," "There But For
Fortune," and "Love is Just a Four
Letter Word," will be in Seattle on
Saturday, July 28, 1979.

BLUE OYSTER CULT with
special guest PAT TRAVERS
Sunday, August 12-8 p.m.
·Seattle Center Coliseum
$8.50 advance-$9.50 day of show

For information call 344-7271

Campus
Beauty Salon

All Budget Tapes & Records

Gob .Shoppe
Penny Lane·
Bon Marche (downtown only)
Tower Posters
Paramount .Box Office (day of
show only)
SUPERTRAMP returns ·to the
Northwest again for their final
North Amel-ican concert for the
year. The show will be at the
Empire Stadium in Vancouver,
B.C. on Saturday, August 11.
Tickets are available for this
Opening · the show will be the concert by. mailing a money order
Seattle home-grown band JR; in Canadian Funds for $13 for each
CADILLAC, who recently cele- ticket to Concert Box Office, 501
brated their ninth birthday.
W. Georgia, Vancouver, B.C. V6V

I
I

II

MS. BAEZ will perform two
concerts, one at 7 p.m. and o:r:ie ·at
10:30 p.m., at the Paramount
Northwest Theatre.
·'

i

I

I

I

III

'I·

•

:1~ cont~. from

,1

Early morning and evenings

-

---

ll6 E. 4th

'

i page 2.

925-9134

Coupon Expires June 30, 1979
.
----------~----------------------------~
ATHLETIC SHORTS
Adidas ~ Suh 4 - Russell - Misc.

I

Florian whether he knew that the
price of diesel fuel had been
deregulated since 1976?
Jackson then stated that all the
mechanism for incentives.for new
oil are already in place-"should
you decontrol old oil, it will go as
high as whatever the world will
allow," he said. "Oil that was
selling in 1980" (sic)-he meant
1970-"for a dollar-eighty a barrel,
sold in the spot market last week
for 48 dollar~ a barrel.''
Jackson earned the applause of ·
the crowd when he said he did not
want the "Arab oil cartel to
determine what the market price
of oil should be in the United
States-that's why I'm fighting it
(decontrol)."

Senor Gomez
"Drive -In''

20% OFF

Limit-6 Per Person

...

--------------~-----------------------Camping & Packing
Athletic Clothes
Family TENTS
[By WHITE STAG]

one rack

Air Mattresses
[Values to $28.95]

1/2PRICE

30 % OFF ___ ~
1·

_ _ _ _ _ _

Kites - Backpacking - Bikes Athletic Wear - Misc.

JOGGING

TENNIS

NEW BALANCE shoes
[mens & womens)

Rackets by

BiJrgers
*During L ·u nch

99c Quarter Pounders.
1

20% ·oFF

a>% OFF

. 925-9292

I

ADIDAS & SUB 4 Running Gear
[Tricot Nylon shorts & 'tops)

20% OFF ·

Clothes
Mens & Gias ·short& ·& tops

8Jh & Walnut

____..'"41

Come in & browse -

Head Wilson Davis

Good after 5 p.m. ·

I

L---~~~men!_ _____!

-r-----~--------------

I
I

925-2177
203 E. 5th

925-9591
In the Plaza

I

Ticket outlets for all Paramount
shows:

Band Box
Salon ,

..

Ticket outlets for THE KNACK
and BLUE OYSTER CULT:
Bon · Marche (downtown, SouthThe reserved seat tickets are
center, Northgate, Tacoma Mall) $8.50, $7 .50 and $6.50 and are on
Budget Tapes & Records (Burien) sale now ·at all Budget Tapes &
Bay Records & Tapes
Records and Bon Marche~
Shoreline Music
For information contact Kelly
U. District Ticket. Center
Curtis at Albatross producti~ns.
Bell, Book & Candle
The Place Box Office for THE
KNACK only

The evening was concluded by
presenting a special award to Jim
Hawkins for his serviee to the club
as advisor. Hawkins is retiring as
the club's advisor and will be
replaced by Richard Leinaweaver.

Moyer, Carol Chamberlain, and
Tami Abrahamson. These comedy
awards are a traditional award
given by the club for humorous
errors or events during the
production of a show.

40 % OFF

Custom Lettering
;: ._ ·· :.

,

~, [whit~ ~~u •'mu

T~.;t!::;..i.

,

c ._________~----------~----------------------~------------------------------l!elele~rlE2Em:E~~~SlESESE~5!i!aiiaii~
~5lii=-5t.i·~~~!!E!2E!~~·1 lt
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Budget_ing main concern for BOT
The Board of Trustees for
Central Washington University
met the evening of June 22 in the
Bouillon building. Budgeting for
the upcoming biennium was the
main consideration.
Representing the trustees was
Don Broughton of Ellensburg,
James Hogan of Yakima and
Chairwoman Linda Clift.on of
Ephrata.
Representing the
university were Vice President
Courtney Jones and Vice President Ed Harrington and President
Donald Garrity: Also in attendance were the President's secretary, Mildred Paul and the
Attorney General for the university and Parlimentarian Owen
Clark• The meeting began a few
minutes after 8 p.m., the agenda
was discussed and the minutes of
the previous meeting were ap
proved.
·First item of discussion concerned several faculty appointments
and the appointment of Anne
Denman as the department chairman of the anthropology department, effective September 1.
Next discussed were the masters programs in English, history
.and chemistry. President Garrity
said there is a need to "recast and
reshape" the chemistry area in the

masters program.
President Garrity said there
were going to be improvements
made in the training of staff
people, and that about $1 million
had been budgett!d for the
replacement of instructional equipment.
Garrity reminded the trustees.
that Governor Ray is requiring a
three percent reserve of uncommitted funds over the biennium.
He said the legislature would not
withold the three percent the first
year, but would hold six percent
the second, so those programs now
started would not suffer from lack
of funds.
Vice President Jones, with the
aid of charts, explained that the
university was not investing
enough in itself. He said that
. Central was trying to do too much
with too few people-that there
was a considerable backlog of
service requests. He said the
university needed to add resources to respond to maintenance
of the present systems and then
begin looking for some new
systems.
Chairwoman Clifton asked a
question concerning the research
incentive program. Dr. Garrity
answered that the research

incentive fund will be used to
support faculty activities in
pursuing funds in sponsored
programs. He said that about 35
percent of that fund would go to
graduate research, and that about
65 percent would go to schools
within the university.
In the discussion of the Joint
Student Fees Budget, several
questions
concerning
the
CAMPUS CRIER were asked.
President Garrity affirmed strongly that the student newspaper is a
necessity, and that it performs a
valuable service.
He said that in the past, the
university, under any circumstances, was the publisher of the
student newspaper. He said that
the authority for publishing the
CRIER would now be delegated to
the mass media department. He
said there would be . some
conceptual changes, but the
responsibilities of the editor would
not be modified.
He said this would allow
laboratory classes for the production of the paper anri the
inst ructor to work with the
student editor. On the question by

DDD ~
0

~

The trustees then approved the
leave of absence without pay for
two faculty
members,
and
- approved the tenure of Frank A.
Schneider as the Dean of Library
Services with the rank of
ProfessQr of Librarianship, effect-

Dr. Kenneth Hammond, who
recently served as consultant and
instructor in state and federally

funded energy management and
conservation programs around the
stat~, was elected to preside over

HAIR FORUM

0

Latest Styling for
Men & Women

7 TH AN D MAJN

NEX T TO LI QUOR S TOR E

Good Thing s From the Sea
and Ar o·und th e Wor I d

We carry a complete skin

NATURAL WOMAN
Offerin~ make-up classes

Call for an appointment & see what we

BAl~ELS
\ Cho 1c l.' ) f c1 .1 ck cd whc J t . r yr.. or s ourdough bread)

(Choice ol rye . white or onion bread)

whole hall

Pl ain .. .. . ... .. . .... . .. .. .. ..... .....

.50

ROAST BE EF ........................ L'5 2.00
T honly ~ lo ce if ro;15 1 Imel.
Jallsl.Jcru r.h ees•! l flt tuc e.
anrl tomato .

With Cream Cheese ... .... .. ......
& Tomato ... ........ ..
Lox & Bagles.. . ... .. .............

3.00

HAM AND CHEE SE.
....... 2. 75 . Z.00
L ean and ju ;cy ·, wrlh
J a rl s bcr ~ cheese. lettuce.
and tomato .
TURKE¥.. . ......... .. ..... ....... .... 2.75, 2. 00
Th inly sliced brea st of
turkey with Jarlsberg cheese.
lettuce and tomato .
HOT PASTRAMI. .................... 2 .85 / 2.00
Real pastrami. mus1ard . Jarlsberg
cheese. lettuce. and tomato
CORNED BEEF ... ... .... .. . .. ....... 2 .85 / 2.00
L ol s of ii . wilh Jarlsber9
cheese . horseradish.
• le11uce and tomato.
REUBE Ill ...... . .. . .................. . 2.85 12.00
A very special sandwich .
•
c ·orned beef . sauerkraut. horseradish,
and Jarlsberg cheese.
GRILLED CHEESE .. ........... .. .. 2.00 11.25
Jurlsbe rg and Tillamook
ch eese. lomato.

.80

Shrimp Cocktail. ... .. .... .. ....... 2.50
Crab Cocktai 1............... ...

..

SALADS

3.00

Large / Small

CHEF SALAD. .... ....... . .. .. .. ... 3.25 / 2.50
Fresh crisp lettuce. tomato,
Cheese. Ham, and Turkey,
hard boiled egg. olives and pickle.
CRAB LOUIS . .. . ... .... .. ... . ... . 3.95/2.95
Dungeness crab, fresh crisp
lettuce, tomato, cheese , hard
boiled egg. lemon slice and olives.
SHRIMP LOUIS ........... ... .... .. 3.7512.85
Alaskan shrimp. fresh crisp
lettuce. tomato. cheese. hard boiled
egg. lemon slice and olives .

SHH IMP MUFF IN .. ....... ... ...... .. 3.50 12.30
T inv lender Alaskan
shrimp. butter . and
cheddar cheese.
TUNA ~UF FIN ....... .. .. ........... 2.4 0 11.7 5
Tuna salad and
cheddar chee se.

(Choice ol Thousand Island, Blue Cheese .
Oil and Vinegar or Yogurt-Cucumber and Onion.)·

BEVERfCES

.

COKE . .. .......... .. .. .... ........ 25/.35
SPRITE ...... .. . ...... ...... ..... . . 251.35
TAB

.. . ......... .. .. -.... .... ... _ .251. 35

FR ESCA ....... . .... .. .. .. ..... ... 251.35
Milk .. .................. ... ......... 301.45

(All sandwiches serve,! hot or cold
potato chips and a pickl e.)

wi th
Colfee.... ........ ... ..... ... .-. .. . 35
Toa ......... ..... ....... .. . .. .. ..... JO

IT o Go · 10C c x1r al

H,1\ i n~,-\

l'.:irty? We Do Custom

I ~11h S11,1~ b ~) Fit 'i)ur Nl'l'ds And PrK:e R.rngl'.
And : Co'1lb1n•l1on uays of meats. cheeses . crackers, cocktarl sandw i chea. seafoods and dips
r 2 ~ hour advance notice please)

HOURS:

Mon. 11-2p.m.
Tues.-~at. 11-Sp.m.
• 7th & Main, Next to the Liquor Store

_
925 4779

the Central University Faculty
Senate during the 1979-80 academic year.
Hammond, professor of geography, was elected to the
executive post at a special Senate
meeting at the end of spring
quarter, assum~ng office on June
10.
Hammond heads the 40-member .
Senate which includes representatives from each of the university's academic departments, as
well as administration and student
members.
During the past year, Hammond
chaired the senate's academic
affairs committee which provided
extensive input to the forthcoming
Central academic plan.
Hammond joined the Central
faculty in 1962, heading the
Central off-campus program from
1963-1965. Spending the next two
years at the University of
Michigan, completing a doctorate
in
resource
conservation,
Hammond rejoined the Central
faculty in 1967.
Elections for major Senate
officers are held annually, with
candidates chosen from among the
Senate membership.

**********************************
~ CHRISTMAS IN MEXICO
:
**
*
**
DEC 22-JAN 1
* CITY--MAZATLAN (WEST COAST]
* .•••.•..•..••••...........•..•.•...
:
HOTEL--HACIENDA [ON BEACH]
~ .
*~ AIRLINE
- - MEXICANA
*
COST--$499+S19.80 taxes and services- -each, i
double occupancy
** OPTIONAL
MEAL PACKAGE--$120--brealdast
**
and lunch or dinner *
** PRESENTED ,.Y---Alumni association
at Central
*
;

TOSSED GREEN SALAD. . .. .... 1.25
CR AB MUFF IN . . .. .... . ....... ...... 3. 95 2. 80
Open fac e an ~ hol -for !hose
of us who love Dungeness
crab. re•I butter and cheddar
cheese.

can do for you!

. 75

SEAFOOD C...-CX.XTAILS

ive July 1, 1979.
President Garrity reported that
the Council of Presidents had
recommended a common faculty
salary schedule for the six
institutions in Washington. He
said he believed that the faculty
deserved a new schedule that
would provide step increases,
merit increases, an~ cost-of-living
increases. He amplified that this
was proposal only, and that in lieu
of a formal schedule, he was
requesting authority to adjust
upward to five percent each
faculty salary as of September 1,
1979.
The trustees approved.
Garrity then asked for and
received . approval to add five
percent, on the average, to the
salaries of exempt administration,
effective September 1, 1979. The
trustees approved.
The last item on the agenda
was the approval of a cost-of-living
increase to the existing Retirement Supplimentation for those
faculty and administrators who
retired on or before July l, 1974,
or their surviving spouses, in
accordance witb Substitute House
Bill 500. The trustees approved.

New Fac·ulty Senate choir

(j ~ Dfi:!J !°lJ.
. ~[) ~U( ~""'!'.:_..,.

E:!)D

one of the trustees on what sort of
freedoms existed for expenditure
of the CRIER funds, Garrity
answered that any unusual expenditure of funds would have to be
approved by the Joint Student
Funds Committee.
He said three salaried positions
would exist: the editor, the
business manager, and the advertising manager.
President Garrity then asked
for and received approval for
design/development, contract documents and bid proposal acceptance for the relocation of the
computer center.
The trustees also approved the
bid proposal for the botany
greenhouse to be located west of
Dean Hall, and the proposed
approval of the McConnell Auditorium remodel contract document.

*
;

*

*
*
;

and Dr. J. Wesley Crum
~
ELIGIBILITY-- Any interested person-- especially
alumni, employees, students and friends of ;
Central
INFORMATION--GAIL JONES-963-2752
WES CRUM -962-2327
CONNIE SWANSON-206/938-

; ........................-.............-................_.._ ..........._
*
*

TO:

;

*
**
*
i*
*
#
*

Christmas in Mexico
clo All-Around Travel
4701 42nd Ave. SW
Seattle, Wa 98116

Names ................_ _ ,,,..,_.,_.....................--.~-..

.............
.. ... ......

i
*

*
;

*
*

*
*:

-................ *
:

Street ·

Meal package

:·
* !

3030; ·:

Yes, here are our reservation and deposits ($75.00 per
person)

.£ ::-ealbom•l
.:

*
*
*

City
OIL7Jp "™" " --------"

Y E S - NO .•- ·

* : .,

Al Stevens
925-4176
'Tear after year. semester
I after semester, the
CollegeMaster ·from
Fidelif\· Union Life has
been ttie most accepted,
most popular plan on
campuses all over America.
Find out wh~··
Call the Fidelitv Union
Colt~eMaster·

Field Associate
in ~·our area:

i:
:

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~•*~*•~********~*~**~~******•****

.........
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_Thornton speaks
Cont~nued from page
they would need a considerable
effort in the direction of individual
committment, responsibility and
pursuit of quality.
.He stressed that their graduation should not be a finish, but a
beginning and a "renewal of
committment for life-purposes."
He urged them not to separate
practical and theoretical knowledge, but to blend the two "into a
productive personality for the
betterment of civilization."
He urged them not to worship
narrow specializations, and to not
make enemies of liberal and
practical. educations.
He said that "scientists are not
preoccupied with theory-that
many tend to be very human." He
urged the graduates to attempt to
"clarify, relate, coordinate and
blend things together to transcend
the biases and hatreds," that are
present in our society.
He said that he "learned from
Einstein the importance and
practicality of humility. It was like
walking before God." He wanted
to impress the eminent scientist,
so .upon meeting him, he immediately launched into something
technical, to which Einstein
reportedly ask him to please go .
more slowly because "I've always
been slow in mathematics."
He said that Einstein told him
the job of science was to "get a
cohesive framework between the
specificities of science and all the
experiences of life."
Dr. Thornton tied Einstein's
statement to the advice that this
group of graduates should "search
for that continuity of ideas that

1

••

contribute to. you as a producing
person."
"Don't count credits," the
distinguished educator said, "that
is not the answer." Then with a
wry suggestion of humor, he
related that he had had to abandon
his clockwork, m~chanical idea of
life. Mentioning that his wife was
somewhere in the audience, he
said, "there are some things in life
you can't schedule."
"If you want a fruitful life," he
said, "try to find that ingredient
that gives a thread of continuity to
all things in your life."

L 1J

c . ..:. ·!"
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by Lew Harris

)_

«
·**************************

~'{~AG~ob ·~--.....

0

TACO

8

Friday Night
Fresh Salad
""'
T.J. Saturday Nig~t - . ~'
,- ·'
,,,. Terri Stratton' "\,

.

J~

:•

f«
..

Excellent sandwic:bee, pizzas & Mexican food.

~~

: Ellensburg Duplicate Bridge

t
:

Allen

....
..
..
... . ,"'~-- t

·Meets

Monday, 9:00-1:00 A.M.
and
Wednesday, 7:30-11:00 P.M.
at the Eagles Lodge ( 220 W. 4th).
For partners call

..

£

..

,.

,.
a
:

**
**
:

c

All are Welcome!

INN

. LONDON, ENGLAND
SANTANDER, SPA N

AVIGNON, FRANCE

YOU CAN CHOOSE to study each quarter in
France, Germany, England, Mexico and
Summer Quarter in Spain.

A CENTRAL FEATURE of the programs is the
home~stay with a native family.

i,.

a

-*

**·****************************-*********
..

RAILWAY

YOUR TEACHERS will be profe~sors from ·
Northwest Institutions and native instructors. Courses s 'p ecially planned for each
locale are complemented by visits to
theatres, galleries, museums and other
6ultural ~ttractions.

:,.

..t Millie Rhodes: 925-9163 fMondays l a,.*
....t Tona Johnson: 925-5522 (Wednesdays) :**

CWU INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
1979-80

WHY DON'T YOU include a study in another
country in your academic plans for 1979-80 ..
Take advantage of an exciting opportunity
to live and study abroad by enrolling in
i CWU Liberal Arts Study Abroad program.

~

:

. MOREL/A, MEXICO
COLOGNE, GERMANY

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND APPLICATION FORMS, CONTACT THE CWU OFFICE OF
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS, BARGE HALL 305, (509) 963-3612.
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925-1111 .
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925-2222 - .

4-12 SUN - THUR

4-1 FRI - SAT

.

r;~·
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~

'

f.

..

t'

OPENSAT .4 .DAIL.Y I!!

t

t

THIS SCHOOL YEAR WERE OVER 18,000 DELIVERIES AND WORKING

t
t ·.

TRY YOUR LUCK
ON SOME OF THE HOTTEST MACHINES IN TOWJY·

t

t

ELECTRONIC PINBALL!!!!

.,

PLAYBOY MATA HARi

.

AND .....

t

. . OLDIES & GOODIES ON THE JUKEBOX,
.
tALL TIME -F AVORITES _FROM THE 50's & 60's!t
BOP ON _D OWN!!
. _..

t . _.

·

t

,--·HELP-WANTED--:-------;;,;:~~;~------,

.t
6

JJ ERE ACCEPTING APPLICATION FOR PART TIME

.

WORK THIS SUMMER APPLY TODAY/!!!

'

WORKttt

. t R EMEMB
· '.E,· R
·

.

.'t
:
1•

.'
'

·

s:OOP. M . toCLOSEDAILY

•

OPEN 4 P.M. DAILY

.

•

·.

.•

'.·..

'

.

.

: 1 ~ 211

. 2 .25 3 . 60 4 .95 :6 .55 8 .10 10.4 ,117.SS!

... ,

~·~~.combo

i4. s 11em,
I

WOAKS

1

-

WE DELIVER

1

l Chm•

·::. tSLJMM
' EJl__PART. 'fJ.ME, AP.PLY W· J,TH SAM.PLE OF.

·.: .

tt

ft t .
1

•

.

COMJfc{f,1Ji$:/1f:vs~I!~[oJl:s~TED.lt ., ,~ .~~~...-~~-~r-1 ·~M·::~;~~~!~~ 6

'

•

t·

t

r

•

'

t
t
: · ·
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Please •llow JO minutes tor vour custom Pizza
20 minutes for Grinders
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CanadianBacon•GrnnPeppers•Onions
Pineapple • Fresh Tom•toes • Shrimp
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with live hcorgot 5 and hot garlic butler rolls. .
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Peppwoni
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Canadian Bacon or Roast Beef or Ve91e
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37 HOUSE OF ROTHSCHllO MOUTON CAOfl

'CHATEAU STE. MICHHU SEMILLON .BLANC
70 AMBASSADOR FRENCH COLOM8AIO
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